Explorations in Texture, White, and Gloss
By Karin Schminke

Introduction
When I was invited to participate in the first Roland Imaginarium
Artcademy, the chance to work with gloss, white ink, and gloss-created
texture was very compelling. These capabilities have always been at the
top of my wish list and I was excited to explore them. They also resonate
with my current approach to creating my art, as I have begun to explore
new ways of creating subtle textures (for example, by etching into
painted wood).
Preparing for two days of access to these new-to-me printers was tricky.
How do you prepare files when outcomes are unknown to you? I decided
to be semi-scientific about it and create a controlled experiment that
would let me look at all the ways these new ink options would interact.
Recently I have been creating assemblies of boxes with
surfaces of etched paint and cut openings. For example,
Aspirations of the Whole #1 (shown in Illustration 1) began
as a series of pencil drawings inspired by my late winter
garden. Holes were lasercut through the image surfaces,
resulting in a velvety black in the cut areas. The desire to
juxtapose that deepest of blacks (which is actually a void)
with UV created textures, varnish, and white ink was the
inspiration for the images I created for my study.
For a true experiment one must have constants and
variables. I felt that by using a limited palette of color
and form as constants, I would more readily come to
understand the variables made possible by the Roland UV
printers. I knew that in addition to printing a color image, I
would be exploring the following variables:
Printing Variables
1. Gloss layer under color to create texture
2. White ink (as a color, or under lighter colors to brighten them)
3. Spot gloss
How they would interact with each other, the printed image and
the wooden substrate could only be discovered on the fly during the
workshop. I had anticipated doing some studies on the smaller FEF-300
UV printer, making adjustments to the files, and them nesting the rest
of the experiments to quickly print as a gang on the large LEJ-640FT UV
printer. In the end the LEJ-640FT was unavailable to me, so I used the
smaller FEF-300 UV for all my experiments, resulting in more time to
explore the interaction of the Printing Variables.
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Illustration 1
Aspirations of the Whole #1
20 x 20 x 2 inches
2016
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Preparation
I began by creating a series of ink and pencil drawings (see
Illustration 2). These were combined digitally into two sets
of imagery: radial and flat. While both sets are inspired
by natural forms, I choose an abstracted style to provide
complete freedom choosing color and special effects. To
create more variability within each set, monoprints and
paintings were added to some images (see Illustration 3).
Creating the channels for the Printing Variables to be
applied to each piece was a complete guessing game, as I
had to have files ready to print before any testing could be
done. Consequently I concentrated on creating a wide array
of approaches in creating the channels hoping something
would work.

Illustration 2: Ink Drawing

Two hole-cutting patterns were designed and drawn in
Illustrator in a way that would coordinate with all the
images in both the radial and flat sets. Then the 12 x 12 inch
boards and the hole patterns were cut on my Universal Laser
Systems PLS 4.60 out of 1/8” Baltic birch (See Illustration 4).
I anticipated a lot of trial and error at the workshop leading
to many failed attempts, so I sanded both sides figuring I
would flip to reprint as needed.

Illustration 3: Monoprint

Illustration 4: Laser cutting Baltic birch
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The Workshop
My first task was a quick color test of a small section
of each image printed onto a small piece of Baltic
birch (see Illustration 5). I anticipated the wood color
might affect the color of the art. Indeed that was true,
but it was only problematic in the blues which turned
greener due to the yellow cast of the birch. I adjusted
just a few areas of a few files and was quickly ready to
proceed.
Working on the smaller FEF-300 UV printer with two
images ganged side by side, I printed a template I had
created which could be used for all the prints in the
first set. The hole positions in the wood were printed
in black on the paper-lined printer bed making the
alignment easy. But it became even easier with each
print as the ink built up in the hole areas and the wood
could just be jiggled into position on the bed!

Illustration 5: Color tests

Illustration 6: Printing white ink over gloss texture

Most pieces were printed in 4 layers: gloss texture,
white ink, color image and spot gloss varnish (see
Illustrations 6 and 7). As each pair of prints was lifted
off the printer, there was something new to discern
about the ink variables.
I began to adjust on the fly to try more variations
and even skipped steps for more varied results. For
example, the monoprint shown in Illustration 3 was
used in selected images in the radial set. But only the
circular outline ever seemed to be visible. So for the
next image which included this circle, I substituted a
new mask to print as white ink in order to emphasize
the textured circle
(see Illustrations 8
and 9).

Illustration 8: Revised mask
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Illustration 7: Color printing over texture & white ink

Illustration 9: White Ink resulting from revised mask
(detail)
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I was surprised to find myself running the FEF-300 by
myself. Of course the RIP adds a whole additional layer
of variables. So with the LEJ-640FT unavailable I had
plenty of time to explore printing options. It was quite the
immersive experience. But the biggest surprise for me was
how beautiful each and every experiment turned out (See
Illustration 10). They thoroughly matched my aesthethic
vision.
Summary
I could never have anticipated how much I would love the
look created by the FEF-300 inks during these experiments.
I thought that in order to get 8-10 finished squares, I would
need to make twice as many prints as I did. But I never used
a single of those sanded back sides!

Illustration 10: First experiments printed

In spite of my controlled color and form palette, every
print is so unique. This is due to the variety in sheen and
gloss as well as the complex interactions between printed
layers. Most important to me, they resonate perfectly with
my artistic intention to capture naturally inspired form and
patterns and elevate them to an iconic presence.

Experiment Results:
Inflorescence 1 & 2, each 84 x 36 inches
Shown mounted on 2” deep boxes
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